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Updated July 10, 2020 Life is squandered in intermediate articles. The time between the first alarm bell and when you finally decide to get out of bed. The time between sitting at a table and productive work. Time between making a decision and doing something about it. Slowly, your day is trimmed from all unused in-
between moments. Ultimately, time wasting, laziness, and procrastination get the better of you. The solution to recover these lost middle moments is to create rituals. Every culture on earth uses rituals to transmit information and coding behaviors that are considered important. Personal rituals can help you create a better
role model for handling everything from how you wake up to how you work. Unfortunately, when most people see rituals, they see unnecessary superstitions. Indeed, many rituals are based on a primitive understanding of the world. But by building personal rituals, you can encode the behavior you think is important and
cut out wasted middle moments. Program your own algorithms Another way of viewing rituals is by seeing them as computer algorithms. An algorithm is a set of instructions that repeats to get a result. Some algorithms are highly efficient, sorting or searching for millions of pieces of data in seconds. Other algorithms are
bulky and embarrassing, it takes hours to do the same task. By creating rituals, you create algorithms for your behavior. Take a delayed and painful pattern of awakening, discuss whether to sleep for another two minutes, press the snooze button, repeat until almost late to work. It could be reprogrammed to get out of bed



immediately without discussing your decision. How to create a ritual I set personal rituals for myself for handling email, waking up every morning, writing articles, and reading books. Far from being inflexible, these rituals give me a useful default pattern that works best 99% of the time. Whenever my current ritual doesn't
work, I always freely stop using it. The formation of the ritual is not very difficult, and the same principles apply for changing habits: Write a sequence of behaviors. I suggest to start with a simple ritual only 3-4 steps maximum. Wait until you have set the ritual before you try to add new steps. Commit to follow your ritual
for thirty days. This step will take the idea and state into the nervous system as a habit. Define a clear trigger. When does your ritual start? The waking ritual is easy – the sound of the alarm will work. As for what makes you go to the gym, read a book or reply to an email - you will have to decide. Tweak the pattern. Your
algorithm is unlikely to be perfectly efficient the first time. Making a few improvements after the first 30-day trial day can make your ritual more useful. Ways to Use Ritual Based on the above ideas, here are some ways you could perform your own rituals: 1. Awakening Set up a morning ritual when you wake up and a few
more immediately thereafter. To combat grogginess after waking up immediately, my solution is to do a few push-ups right after getting out of bed. Then I'll sneak into ninety minutes of reading before I get ready for the morning hours. 2. Using the site How often do you reply to email, view Google Reader or check
Facebook every day? I found that by using all my daily Internet needs and compressing them into one, highly-effective ritual, I was able to cut off 75% of my web time without losing any communication. 3. Reading How much time can you read books? If your library isn't as big as you'd like, you might want to consider the
rituals you use for reading. Programming a few steps that trigger yourself to read instead of watching TV or during a break in your day can chew dozens of books each year. 4. Friendly rituals can also help with communication. Set up a conversation initiation ritual when you have the opportunity to meet people. Work One
of the most difficult obstacles in overcoming procrastination is building a concentrated flow. Building these steps into a ritual allows you to quickly start working or continue working after interruption. 6. Going to the gym if exercise is a struggle, coding ritual can eliminate many difficulties. Set up a quick ritual for exercise
right after work or when you wake up. 7. You can also practice rituals as part of your training. A schedu out between runs or repetition with a certain number of breaths can eliminate conjecture. Creating a ritual of doing certain exercises in a certain order can save time. 8. Sleeping form a soothing ritual in the last 30-60
minutes of your day before you go to bed. This will help to slow down and fall asleep much easier. Especially if you plan to get up full of energy in the morning, this will help if you eliminate insomnia. 8. Weekly Review Weekly Overview is a big part of the GTD system. By doing a simple ritual checklist for my weekly
review, I can get the most out of this exercise in less time. I originally did holistic reviews where I wrote my thoughts on the week and progress as a whole. I am now narrowing my focus to specific plans, ideas and measurements. Final thoughts We all want to be productive. But wasting time, procrastination and laziness
sometimes overwhelms us. If you are faced with such difficulties, do not be afraid to use these rituals to help you conquer them. More tips to conquer the time of Wasters and ProcrastinationA new photo credit: RODOLFO BARRETO via unsplash.com Keep Up With The Latest Daily Buzz with BuzzFeed Daily Newsletter!
Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily newsletter! The legendary Italian artist-designer comes to life in the 688-page compendite Fornasetti: The Complete Universe. With more than 3,000 paintings, the book includes his own work (fresco studies, whimsical ties and scarves), as well as his studio trompe
l'oeil furniture, many of which still in production. Click in the photo gallery to see the highlights from the book. Fornasetti: Complete Universe, Rizzoli, $250; amazon.com. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content on piano.io November 5, 2013 7 min read Once in a while, you will read a book that will change you – inspiring your career, clarifying your goals, challenging your thinking. A proper book can give you the courage to start a business, a reality check that you're not ready yet,
or a tacit confirmation that you're not alone in your fear or ambition. This can set you on your path to success. We asked our professional contributors to name one book that most influenced and inspired their careers. Their reactions ran the gamut from fiction to history to business to self-help books. Here's a sample of 15
of our book experts that inspired them the most and why. Atlas shrugged, Ayn Rand (Plume, 1999) To start a business, you just have to define the problem. But wake up every day, no matter what, and do that business, you need a reason. Ms. Rand taught me that focusing on purpose is the best way to make a
difference to my world. - Jason Womack Ogilvy on advertising, David Ogilvy (Vintage, 1985) I read [this book] when I was in college, studying marketing. It helped me consolidate that it's a field for me and that at the end of the day it's all about creativity. Although at the time he was referring to the ad, it's actually
applicable to all parts of the marketing mix. Ogilvy gives the rules, but then he breaks them. I love it! - Jim Joseph The Richest Man in Babylon, by George Clason (Megalodon Entertainment, 2012) This was one of the first business books I read, and it taught me that 'saving' money is as important as 'making' money. I
am now requiring my teenage children to read a book and report back to me about how it affected them. - Mark Kohler Leadership Challenge, James Kouzes and Barry Posner (Jossey-Bass, 2012) This book was crucial to me early in my business career. It brought structure and insight into the at-the-time mysterious
theme of leadership, and it dealt with matters of the head and heart. - Mark Sanborn Strategy Paradox, Michael Raynor (Crown Business, 2007) This book has a big impact on me. The author's key point is that businesses are usually managed too conservatively, and although counterintuitive, the best strategy is often the
riskiest. - Jay Turo Visible Hand and Strategy and Structure, Alfred Chandler (Harvard University Press, 1993 and Beard Books, 1962) These two books by Alfred Chandler should be on a list that must be read for anyone interested in the history of modern corporations. The visible hand describes how the modern form of
society appeared in the US in the mid-19th century. oil companies grew so much that ownership no longer equated to practical management. Professional managers were hired to manage companies and create functional departments – sales, production, finance, etc. The strategy and structure describes how, in the 20th
century, the eu-20th century was a way of re-inging the world's most First practiced by Dupont, then adopted by General Motors, Sears and Standard Oil, companies with multiple operating divisions became the norm in the following decades. - Steve Blank Blue Ocean Strategy, W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne
(Harvard Business Review Press, 2003) This book develops the concept and shows how to use 'blue ocean strategies.' It emphasises, for example, how to make competition irrelevant by creating a new market space or blue ocean, instead of focusing on making competition in the existing sector more powerful. The book
spun-off entirely of new industries and markets, including strategy consultants. - Punit Arora Thinkertoys: A Guide to Business Creativity, by Michael Michalko (Ten Speed Press, 1991) This book taught me to be a more creative thinker. It provides a lot of creativity techniques and examples of how they were used to
create groundbreaking ideas and inventions. - Dave Lavinsky The Magic of Big Thinking, by David Schwartz (Fireside, 1987) This book has helped me overcome countless obstacles. If I start a project and become overwhelmed, re-reading focuses and reminds me of all the tools I can use to achieve any goal. - Stephen
Key's 4-hour workweager, Tim Ferriss (Harmony, 2007) This book helped me in two very different ways. First, it has opened my eyes to acquiring and doing global business for even the smallest businesses – the global economy is no longer limited to large corporations. Secondly, it has been life changing since it made
me, as an entrepreneur, ask deeper questions about what I want from life, not just business. - Shari Alexander Tribal Leadership, Dave Logan, John King and Halee Fischer-Wright (HarperBusiness, 2011) Despite conventional wisdom, research shows that they naturally make up a small group of people within
organizations, and not leaders, to drive success, quality and innovation. This book provides a great framework for companies to build a culture of success, quality and innovation. - Ross Kimbarovsky Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard (Crown Business, 2010) Chip Heath and Dan Heath This book has
been very influential to me because it exposed the most constant and fundamental element in business and consulting – how to exploit and influence important and necessary changes. - David Koji Victorian Internet Internet. Tom Standage (Phoenix Books, 1999) This is a fascinating history for the Telegraph and how it
was probably more impressive at communication than the Internet. Standage articulates the parallels between the two it moves very well and illustrates how large-scale technological innovations have had similar socio-political consequences over the centuries. – Tom Cochran Zag: Marty Neumeier's Number One High
Performance Brand Strategy (New Riders, 2006) Most books end up saying the same thing in 100 different ways. This book does not fluff and gets right to the point on every page. The pictures speak. The praj fills in the gaps. If more business books were written like this, the world would be a better place. - Chris Kocek
The Art of War, sun Tzu (Simon &amp; Brown, 2013) I especially find this book useful for businesses that are in the early stages of development because it teaches them to prepare for the many types of situations they can experience. As we all know, one of the biggest obstacles to overcome as an early society is the
management of the unknown element. Strategy and preparation can lead society in many ways and help mitigate future mistakes. Ryan Himmel We asked readers to tweet and send us the names of the books that influenced and inspired them the most. We've received hundreds of responses. Here are some of the best
choices: Thinking, Fast and Slow, by Daniel Kahneman (Farrar, Straus and Girouxby, 2013) Seven-Day Weekend, by Ricardo Semler (Century, 2004) Logic of Scientific Discovery, Karl Popper (Routledge, 2002) Happiness Project, Gretchen Rubin (Harper Paper back, 2011) Crush It!, Gary Vaynerchuk (Harper Studio,
2009) Steve Jobs, Walter Isaacson (Simon &amp; Schuster, 2013)
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